In [1] it has been proved that if two sets a and b satisfy the following formula cp :
then either co ç a and co ç b, or co' ç b and co" ç a, where co' = {/ : n g «}. oj" = {gn: n G co}, fo = 0, g" ={/0, ... ,/"},and fn+x ={g0>... ,gn}. Since cp is satisfied by co and co" , cp is an example of a restricted purely universal formula which is satisfiable but not finitely satisfiable.
On the other hand, the conditions also provides a formulation of the infinity axiom. Note, however, that the two formulae are not satisfied by the same pairs of objects; for example, the pair {co'} U co', {co"} U co" satisfies cp but certainly does not satisfy y/, since neither co' G co" nor co" G co' holds, and the last conjunct in y/ is not satisfied.
